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Membrane phase behaviorapplications in biomedicine is highly correlated to the temperature history and
its dependent cellular biophysical events of dehydration and intracellular ice formation (IIF). Although cell
membranes are known to play a signiﬁcant role in cell injury, a clear correlation between the membrane
state and the surrounding intracellular and extracellular water is still lacking. We previously showed that
lipid hydration in LNCaP tumor cells is related to cellular dehydration. The goal of this study is to build
upon this work by correlating both the phase state of the membrane and the surrounding water to cellular
biophysical events in three different mammalian cell types: human prostate tumor cells (LNCaP), human
dermal ﬁbroblasts (HDF), and porcine smooth muscle cells (SMC) using Fourier Transform Infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR). Variable cooling rates were achieved by controlling the degree of supercooling prior to
ice nucleation (−3 °C and −10 °C) while the sample was cooled at a set rate of 2 °C/min. Membranes
displayed a highly cooperative phase transition under dehydrating conditions (i.e. NT=−3 °C), which was
not observed under IIF conditions (NT=−10 °C). Spectral analysis showed a consistently greater amount of
ice formation during dehydrating vs. IIF conditions in all cell types. This is hypothesized to be due to the
extreme loss of membrane hydration in dehydrating cells that is manifested as excess water available for
phase change. Interestingly, changes in residual membrane conformational disorder correlate strongly with
cellular volumetric decreases as assessed by cryomicroscopy. A strong correlationwas also found between the
activation energies for freezing induced lyotropic membrane phase change determined using FTIR and the
water transport measured by cryomicroscopy. Reduced lipid hydration under dehydration freezing conditions
is suggested as one of the likely causes of what has been termed as “solution effects” injury in cryobiology.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. IntroductionCryogenic temperatures are used to preserve cells and tissues
during cryopreservation, vitriﬁcation and freeze-drying, and to
destroy cells in cryosurgery. The success of these applications depends
on understanding the damaging effects of freezing at both the cellular
andmembrane level. At the cellular level, seminal work suggests a two
factor hypothesis of freeze injury — “solution effects” injury due to
exposure to increasing solute concentrations during slow freezing, and
intracellular ice formation (IIF) due to cytoplasmic supercooling and
consequent ice nucleation during rapid freezing [1]. At the membrane
level, although model [2] and protoplast membrane dehydration and
phase change have beenmeasured and predicted during freezing [3,4],
the link to cellular biophysics and injury is still not clear.al Engineering, University of
5455, USA. Tel.: +1 612 625
ll rights reserved.The mechanism of cell injury and subsequent death is an active
area of research in the ﬁeld of cryobiology. One of the primary sites for
thermal injury is attributed to cell membranes [3,5,6]. Membrane
damage resulting from high solute concentration [7], structural
changes [8], and/or mechanical stress [9], have generally been
implied in cell death during freeze induced dehydration. The mem-
brane is in dynamic equilibrium with its surroundings and freezing
affects the physical states of membrane lipids due to changes in
hydration level (lyotropism) and temperature (thermotropism) [10].
The reorganization of lipids and changes in its residual membrane
conformational disorder due to phase transitions from liquid crystal-
line to gel phase [4,11,12] or from liquid crystalline to hexagonal phase
[3] under different thermal and hydration conditions have been
implicated in injury. The consequences of these phase changes are
thought to include increased membrane permeability and lateral
phase separation of membrane components. In addition, exposure to
reactive oxygen species could result in lipid peroxidation and
phospholipid de-esteriﬁcation [13]. Alterations in the lipid composi-
tion of the plasma membrane have also been causally related to cold
acclimation of plant protoplasts [3].
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of techniques including cryomicroscopy and Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC). Cryomicroscopy measurements involve recording
overall volumetric dehydration (by projected area measurements) or
IIF (primarily byopacity changes i.e. “darkening”) in cells during freezing
[14,15]. The experimental data is then ﬁt by mathematical models
that allow prediction of dehydration and IIF kinetics for different
freezingprotocols [16–18]. Unfortunately, the cryomicroscopy technique
cannot be extended to small or non-spherical cells and more complex
biological systems, including tissues and organs. DSC is an alternative
technique for quantifying dehydration kinetics in cells and tissues
[19–21]. The measurement is indirect in that it relies on quantifying
excess heat release during conditions that favor cellular dehydration
(i.e. availability of excesswater) that is unavailable during IIF or cell lysis.
While cryomicroscopy and DSC are powerful tools, they do not provide
insights into the underlying macromolecular mechanisms of freeze
injury. Hence, techniques that quantify cellular freezing biophysics and
the associated injury at the molecular level, independent of cell shape,
are needed.
Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy is increasingly being
applied to study cells in a variety of physical sample states, including
hydrated, frozen, and dried. FTIR can be used to quantify thermotropic
and lyotropic membrane phase changes in cells and tissues [22].
Previously, we have characterized and related the effect of ice nucleation
temperature during slow cooling on the lyotropic response of human
LNCaP prostate tumor cell membranes to cell viability [12]. The highest
cell viability was observed under freezing conditions with intermediate
dehydration and IIF [12]. Under conditions that cause cellular dehydra-
tion, membranes display a highly cooperative phase transition resulting
in a strongly packed gel phase in the frozen state. This indicates that
reduced lipid hydrationmay play a role in determining viability outcome
[12]. Membrane lipid phase changes in cellular systems are monitored
using the symmetric –CH2 stretching vibration [23,24]. In addition, the
state ofwater during freezing can be interrogated using the libration and
bending combination vibration mode of H2O.
In spite of tremendous progress in the ﬁeld, the behavior of cell
membranes during freezing and how their response correlates to
cellular biophysical events have not yet been clearly established. The
goal of the present study is to build upon our previous results [12] to
correlate cellular biophysical events, during slow freezing (dehydrat-
ing conditions) and uncontrolled fast freezing (IIF conditions), to the
state of water and the cell membrane. The phase state of the
membrane is used here to refer to the state of the membrane lipids
at a particular temperature as a consequence of the imposed freezing
constraints. Using FTIR, membrane and water spectra were investi-
gated during controlled freezing in three different cell types: human
dermal ﬁbroblasts (HDF), porcine smooth muscle cells (SMC) and
human LNCaP prostate tumor cells (from [12]). The results show: (1) a
unique membrane phase change for each cell that correlates to
injurious cellular biophysical events, and (2) a consistently greater
amount of ice formed during dehydrating vs. IIF conditions in all cells.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cell culture
2.1.1. Human dermal ﬁbroblasts (HDF)
Neonatal HDF were obtained from cryopreserved stock (Cambrex,
East Rutherford, NJ) and cultured in Dulbecco's modiﬁed Eagle
medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (p/s) in saline (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
2.1.2. LNCaP Pro 5 tumor cells
LNCaP were obtained from cryopreserved stock (MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Houston, TX) and cultured in DMEM F-12 media
Invitrogen, Carsbad, CA supplementedwith 10%FBS and 1%p/s in saline.2.1.3. Porcine smooth muscle cells (SMC)
SMCs were isolated from explanted porcine femoral arteries as
described previously [25]. Brieﬂy, the arteries were cut into small
pieces and placed in Petri dishes allowing cells to grow out of the
tissues [26]. SMC media was composed of DMEM F-12 (Invitrogen,
Carsbad, CA) containing 10% FBS, 1% p/s in saline and 1% L-glutamine.
All SMC cells used for experiments were from passage 4 of culture.
2.1.4. Cell harvesting
Cells were cultured in T-75 ﬂasks for 3–4 days up to 80% con-
ﬂuency. All cells were then trypsinized using 0.05% Trypsin with
0.53 mM EDTA (Invitrogen, Carslbad, CA). The trypsin was inactivated
using serum ﬁlled media. Cells were then centrifuged at 400 g for
10 min, the media removed and 12 μL of the cell pellet was sand-
wiched between CaF2 windows for FTIR analysis.
2.2. Cellular biophysical model
The phenomenological mathematical model used to predict
cellular dehydration was ﬁrst developed for cells in suspension [17].
Brieﬂy, during freezing, the osmotic balance across the cell membrane
is affected by the solute concentration in the extracellular space. Eq.
(1) models the water movement across the cell membrane to achieve
chemical equilibrium.
dV
dT
=
LpART
Bvw t ln V − Vbð ÞV − Vbð Þ + vwvsns − ΔHfR 1Tref − 1T
 
b: ð1Þ
In the above equation, V is the volume of the cell (μm3); T is the
absolute temperature (K); Tref is the reference temperature (273.15 K);
A is the surface area of the cell (μm2); R is the universal gas constant
(8.314 J/mol.K); νw is the molar volume of water (μm3/mol); νs is
the disassociation coefﬁcient of salt (2); ns is the number of moles
of salt in the cell (mol); Lp is the hydraulic permeability of the cell
(μm3/N s); Vb is the osmotically inactive volume of the cell (μm3); ΔHf
is the latent heat of fusion for water (kJ/mol); and B is the cooling rate
(°C/min). Variation in the cell membrane hydraulic permeability (Lp)
is modeled using an Arrhenius relationship [16] (Eq. (2)).
Lp = Lpg exp t−ELpR 1T − 1Tref
 
b: ð2Þ
Here, Lpg is the membrane hydraulic permeability at Tref (μm/min
atm) and ELp is the activation energy for water transport (kcal/mol).
A detailed discussion of the assumptions made in the above equa-
tions has been given elsewhere [1,27,28].
In order to use this model for comparison to FTIR data in the
present study (see Fig. 6), parameters from previous cryomicroscopy
experiments were used. These included the initial and non-solvent
volumes (Vo=716, 1806, 932 μm3; Vb/Vo=0.24, 0.07, 0.24) and the
corresponding membrane hydraulic permeability parameters listed in
Table 2 for SMC, LNCaP and HDF, respectively [12,29,30]. This model,
with the appropriate parameters taken from above and Table 2, is then
used to predict volumetric behavior for a given cell type after seeding
at −1 °C and equilibration prior to continuous cooling at 2 °C/min,
thereby allowing comparison to volumetric data obtained from FTIR
measurements.
2.3. FTIR setup and analysis
FTIR spectra were obtained using a Nicolet Magna 6700 spectro-
meter (Thermo-Nicolet, Madison, WI) equipped with a TGS detector.
Spectra were acquired at 4 cm−1 resolution using 32 co-added inter-
ferograms between wavenumber ranges of 4000 and 900 cm−1 as
previously reported [12,31]. The cell pellet samples were mounted
onto a specialized temperature cell that was regulated using a tem-
perature controller (Minco Products Inc., Minneapolis, MN). Sample
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decreased from room temperature to−80 °C at 2 °C/min. The phase
change temperature of the cell media upon thawing is ∼−0.6 °C,
and depends only on its osmolality. However, the temperature of
phase change during cooling depends on ice nucleation, which is a
stochastic process that requires supercooling of the system. Hence all
of the samples reported here are nucleated at temperatures well
below the equilibrium phase change temperature (or melt) of the
system. For example, for all IIF studies reported here ice nucleation
occurred at or below −10 °C following supercooling of the system.
For all dehydration studies, controlled ice nucleation was performed
at −3 °C. Dehydration of cells is a consequence of the phase change
of water to ice and not a precursor.
2.3.1. Membrane lipid analysis
Spectral analysis was carried out using Omnic software (Thermo-
Nicolet, Madison, WI). Membrane phase behavior during freezing
was monitored by observing the peak position of the νCH2
symmetric stretching band at ∼2850 cm−1 as described previously
[31]. Ice formation induces phase transitions that cause a decrease in
residual membrane conformational disorder in the frozen state.
Dramatic changes in wavenumber for cells that have been cooled
rapidly is closely associated with conformational disorder changes,
and depends on the cooling rate and nucleation temperature. Wave-
number (νCH2) versus temperature plots were constructed to cap-
ture freezing induced phase transitions (Fig. 1). The initial slope of
νCH2 versus temperature upon ice nucleation was taken as a
measure for the dehydrating (lyotropic) effect of ice formation on
membrane hydration. Arrhenius plots were constructed by plotting
the natural logarithm of the initial rate of the membrane phase
change upon ice formation versus the inverse of the nucleation
temperature. The slope of the Arrhenius plots were then used to
calculate the activation energy of the freezing induced membrane
phase changes.
2.3.2. Water band analysis
The phase change ofwater into ice and vice versawasmonitored by
inspection of the H2O bending and libration combination band
between 2680 and 1950 cm−1 [32]. The area under the H2O band
(which includes water and ice) was calculated and plotted as a
function of temperature. The intensity of this band increases upon ice
formation due to the changes in hydrogen bonding interactions that
occur aswater changes phase. In addition to showing the onset of ice inFig. 1. In situ IR absorption spectra of HDF cells at−2 °C and−4 °C just before and after nucle
indicated. (B) Second derivative proﬁle of the spectra is included to highlight the characterthe system, the H2O band, monitored for the peak shift that occurs
during the phase change of water, reveals differences between IIF and
dehydrating freezing conditions. In order to directly compare the FTIR
water band area data with cryomicroscopy data, the FTIR data were
corrected and normalized. Since the effects of ice nucleation only occur
after actual ice nucleation andpropagation, all datawerenormalized to
account for this. Brieﬂy, the H2O band area change is measured from
directly prior to ice nucleation (i.e., at or near −3 °C for dehydration
and −10 °C for IIF). All further increases in the H2O band area for
dehydration and IIF cases are thenmeasuredwith respect to this origin.
Furthermore, to separate lyotropic from thermotropic changes a linear
regression line is obtained for the H2O band area change from−30 °C
to−80 °C, where no further biophysical changes are occurring in the
IIF data set (NT=−10 °C). The line from this thermotropic effect is
then extrapolated to higher temperatures and subtracted from both
the dehydration and IIF data sets. Finally, both data sets are set to 0 at
NT=−3 and NT=−10 °C, respectively.
2.3.3. Correlation of water band area to cellular biophysics
Excess water during freezing can be compared directly to the
cellular biophysical response, as previously reported for DSC mea-
surements [19–21]. To accomplish this for FTIR using H2O band area
changes, several steps are necessary. When ice is nucleated at−3 °C,
the cells will reach equilibrium volume at this temperature, since
there is a time lag between ice nucleation and FTIR spectral recording.
This equilibrium cell volume (Vo) at −3 °C and the osmotically
inactive cell volume (Vb) for the cell types in question are known, or
can be calculated based on previous work [12,29,30]. This allows the
corrected H2O band area change to be converted to cellular volumetric
change by using the following equation:
A Tð ÞNT¼3 ∘C− A Tð ÞNT¼10 ∘C
A −30 ∘Cð ÞNT¼3 ∘C− A −30 ∘Cð ÞNT¼10 ∘C
=
Vo − V Tð Þ
Vo − Vb
: ð3Þ
Here, A refers to the peak area under the H2O band (see Fig. 5) at
temperature T, and V refers to the corresponding predicted cellular
volume that is in the range between Vo and Vb. The numerator of the
LHS represents variable excess water at a given temperature during
dehydration, while the denominator represents the total excess water
at−30 °C (i.e., total excess water available from complete dehydration
vs. IIF at−30 °C). By converting this to volumetric data (RHS) the data
can be directly compared to previously established dehydration
behavior for the same cell types or directly ﬁt by Eqs. (1) and (2) byation of the sample at−3 °C, respectively. Characteristic molecular group vibrations are
istic –CH2 vibrational bands associated with lipid acyl chains of the cells.
Fig. 2. Membrane phase behavior of (A) SMC, (B) LNCaP and (C) HDF cells during
cooling and nucleation at −3 °C (ﬁlled circles) and −10 °C (open circles). The data
points reﬂect the wavenumber position of the symmetric –CH2 stretching vibration
(νCH2) arising from the lipid acyl chains with corresponding standard error (n=3).
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permeability parameters, as previously reported [12,29,30].
3. Results
FTIR is used to measure the phase state of the membrane and
surrounding water during freezing of three mammalian cell types of
widely differing size and biophysical properties: human dermal
ﬁbroblasts (HDF), porcine smooth muscle cells (SMC) and human
LNCaP prostate tumor cells.
Fig.1 depicts IR absorbance spectra of HDF cells at−2 °C and−4 °C
(1 °C above and below, respectively, the ice nucleation temperature at
−3 °C). The IR spectrum of the cells in media is dominated by the
signal fromwater or from ice. Water exhibits strong vibrational bands
at around 3300 cm−1, 2200 cm−1, and 1650 cm−1, arising from
stretching, libration and bending combination, and scissoring vibra-
tional modes, respectively [12]. The frozen sample exhibits clear
differences in spectral shape compared to the unfrozen cell samples.
This is mostly due to shape changes of the water absorption bands
upon transition into ice. The characteristic water band at 2200 cm−1
exhibits a clear change in its shape and position upon ice nucleation of
the sample. The effect of ice formation on the H2O band is further
analyzed in Figs. 4 and 5. In the 3000–2800 cm−1 region, the sym-
metric and asymmetric –CH2 stretching vibrations of lipid acyl chains
are clearly visible on taking second derivative of the spectra (Fig. 1B).
The lipid bands shift to lower wavenumber with decreasing tempera-
ture. This effect is further analyzed in Fig. 2 and below.
3.1. Membrane phase behavior during freezing
The effect of freezing on membrane conformational disorder was
monitored by tracking the shift in the wavenumber position of the
symmetric νCH2 stretching band at ∼2850 cm−1 with cooling for all
cell types. Fig. 2 shows that nucleation at high subzero temperatures
(dehydrating conditions at NT=−3 °C) coincides with a dramatic
change in membrane conformational disorder in all cell types, which
is not observed under IIF conditions (NT=−10 °C). Hence, the
membrane phase behavior of SMC, HDF and LNCaP cells during
freezing depends on the ice nucleation temperature. All cells display a
highly cooperative membrane phase transition with nucleation at
−3 °C, whereas ice nucleation at −10 °C causes a much less
pronounced effect on the residual membrane conformational disorder
in the frozen state. This implies that cell membranes tend to pack in a
highly ordered gel phase under freezing conditions that cause cellular
dehydration, whereas under freezing conditions that cause IIF,
membranes remain relatively ﬂuid (i.e. more conformational dis-
order) in the frozen state. Dehydrating conditions result in the
removal of water from phospholipid head-groups and cause mem-
branes to undergo a lyotropic liquid crystalline to gel phase transition.
The sharp decrease in νCH2 following nucleation at −3 °C
continues down to approximately −30 °C before leveling off to a
constant slope. This initial effect of ice nucleation on membrane
conformational disorder is cell speciﬁc. For example, the magnitude of
change in νCH2 is cell speciﬁc and is highest for HDFs (Fig. 2C) and
lowest for SMCs (Fig. 2A). Note that SMCs exhibit a thermotropic
phase transition upon cooling prior to ice formation, which is not
observed in the other cells.
Cell speciﬁc events that occur in membranes during freezing are
characterized by the initial slope of vCH2 versus temperature from NT
to ∼−30 °C (wavenumber temperature coefﬁcient, WTC1), the wave-
number temperature coefﬁcient from −30 °C to−80 °C (WTC2: the
thermotropic change at lower temperatures) and themagnitude of the
shift in wavenumber position from the ice nucleation temperature
until−80 °C (νshift). Table 1 lists WTC1, WTC2, and νshift for the three
cell types under dehydrating (NT=−3 °C) and IIF (NT=−10 °C)
conditions. WTC1 and νshift are greatest for HDFs and smallest forSMCswhereas the thermotropic lipid response below−30 °C (WTC2),
where cellular dehydration and IIF responses diminish or cease, is
approximately the same irrespective of the cell type or the nucleation
temperature. The change in the slope of νCH2 at NT between−3 and
−10 °C (WTC1) shows Arrhenius behavior for a representative cell
type (LNCaP) as shown in Fig. 3. The activation energies that are thus
determined for the three cell types are depicted in Table 2 and closely
Table 1
Characteristic cell speciﬁc parameters extracted from the membrane phase behavior of SMC, LNCaP and HDF cells following spectral analysis of the FTIR freezing data.
Cell type Dehydrating conditions (ice formation at −3 °C) IIF conditions (ice formation at −10 °C)
WTC1 (cm−1/°C) WTC2 (cm−1/°C) νshift (cm−1) WTC1 (cm−1/°C) WTC2 (cm−1/°C) νshift (cm−1)
SMC 0.105±0.012 0.017±0.002 2.13±0.74 0.080±0.015 0.015±0.004 1.34±0.25
LNCaP 0.13±0.03 0.02±0.003 2.61±0.34 0.058±0.003 0.02±0.002 1.43±0.07
HDF 0.221±0.005 0.017±0.008 3.24±0.53 0.039±0.004 0.013±0.001 1.13±0.16
WTC1 reﬂects the initial wavenumber temperature coefﬁcient at the onset of ice nucleation, WTC2 refers to the wavenumber versus temperature coefﬁcient below−30 °C and νshift
is the wavenumber shift from the nucleation temperature to −80 °C. νshift refers to the shift in wavenumber position from the ice nucleation temperature until −80 °C.
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by cryomicroscopy.
3.2. Cellular associated water/ice
The extreme loss of lipid hydration in the membrane under
dehydrating freezing conditions is expected to result in a greater
amount of ice formed in the sample during dehydration, when
compared to IIF conditions. The formation of both intracellular and
extracellular ice under dehydrating and IIF conditions was studied
here by inspection of the libration and bending combination band of
H2O (Fig. 4).
Panels A and B of Fig. 4 show 3D spectral plots of the H2O bands
during freezing of LNCaP cell pellets for NT=−3 °C (dehydrating
conditions) and NT∼−10 °C (IIF conditions), respectively. On ice
formation, the spectral peak shifts to a higher wavenumber position
while the width of the spectra narrows and the associated band area
increases, denoting a change in the hydrogen bonding interactions.
Fig. 4A shows that ice nucleation at high subzero temperatures
(−3 °C) results in a gradual increase in the H2O band area before
leveling off at −30 °C. By contrast, at NT∼−10 °C, there is minimal
increase in the H2O band area upon further temperature drop.
In Fig. 5, the total increase in the H2O band area from room
temperature until −80 °C is plotted. For all cell types, there is an
increase in the total amount of water changing phase under dehy-
drating conditions as compared to IIF nucleating conditions. The
magnitude of the increase in the excess ice formed is cell type
dependent and is highest for HDFs and least for SMCs. Under IIF
conditions (NT∼−10 °C), a relatively small monotonous increase in
H2O band area is observed with decreasing temperature, irrespective
of cell type. This increase is not due to ice formation but due to
changes in hydrogen bonding interactions upon cooling (thermo-Fig. 3. Arrhenius plot of the initial rate of the membrane phase change upon ice
nucleation and the ice nucleation temperature for LNCaP cells. Data obtained from
Wolkers et al. [12] were used to construct the plot.tropic effect). This thermotropic change in H2O band area is also
observed below −30 °C under dehydrating conditions (slopes are
similar below −30 °C). Thus, the thermotropic effect is subtracted
from the overall data for comparison with the cellular dehydration
data predicted from cryomicroscopy measurements, according to Eq.
(3) as described in the Materials and methods section (Fig. 6). For
comparison, the solid lines in Fig. 6 are comparisons of cellular
volumetric changes for each cell type at 2 °C/min, predicted from
previously published cryomicroscopy studies [11,28,29]. The slight lag
of the FTIR data at temperatures from −4 to −10 °C is likely due to
differences in experimental set-up (see Materials and methods and
Discussion).
Fig. 7 shows that the increased ice formation under dehydrating
conditions coincides with strong membrane dehydration, suggesting
that the extra ice in the system comes from bound or membrane
associated water around lipids (and other biomolecules). A compa-
rison of the ﬁrst derivatives (Fig. 7B) demonstrates that the
maximum of H2O band area change during freezing closely coincides
with the maximum of the membrane phase change. This suggests
that the membrane phase change is lyotropic and is a consequence of
membrane dehydration.
4. Discussion
We recently reported that the state of membrane lipids during
freezing correlates with cellular biophysics (i.e., dehydration and
IIF) and viability post-freezing of human LNCaP prostate tumor cells
[12]. Here we show the generality of this result in a variety of
mammalian cells of varying size and biophysical properties (i.e.,
porcine smooth muscle cells (SMC) and human dermal ﬁbroblasts
(HDF)). In addition, we show that lipid hydration is a likely source
of excess H2O during phase change and is the mechanism for
reduction in water transport at subzero temperatures. Finally, the
drastic change in lipid hydration during cellular dehydration
suggests a possible link to freeze-induced “solution effects” injury
mechanism(s) [1].
4.1. Cellular biophysics
Unlike cryomicroscopy and DSC techniques that allow faster
cooling rates, the current FTIR method can only vary nucleation
temperaturewhile the cooling rate is limited to 2 °C/min or less. Thus,Table 2
The membrane hydraulic permeability (Lpg) and the activation energy for water
transport (ELp) as determined from FTIR data compared to previously determined
cryomicroscopy data on these parameters.
Cell type Cell permeability Lpg
(μm/min atm)
Activation energy ELp
(kcal/mol)
Cryomicroscope
(model prediction)
FTIR Cryomicroscope
(model prediction)
FTIR
SMC 0.12 0.07 24.1 22.5
LNCaP 0.21 0.24 25.1 25.0
HDF 0.10 0.08 42.0 41.0
Fig. 4. Contour plot of the H2O spectral band during cooling of LNCaP cell pellets from room temperature to−80 °C at 2 °C/minwith ice nucleation at (A)−3 °C and (B)−10 °C. The
phase change of water into ice during freezingmanifests itself as a narrowing of the H2O spectral band with a corresponding shift of the peak to higher wavenumbers and an increase
in band intensity.
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the cellular biophysical outcome (i.e., cellular dehydration or IIF)
while cooling rate is ﬁxed at 2 °C/min. For ice nucleation at−3 °C and
the subsequent temperature decrease, the cells are subjected to
increasing solute concentrations that lead to cellular dehydration.
However, this is not the case when ice nucleation occurs at −10 °C,
where the bulk of the supercooled water is trapped inside the cells
resulting in IIF. Excess available H2O resulting from cell dehydration,
presumably from dehydration of macromolecular structures including
the membrane (i.e., reduction in hydration and head group area for
lipids) is expected to increase the total amount of extracellular ice for
NT=−3 °C vs.−10 °C or below. This increased water content under
dehydrating conditions is captured in the increase in the H2O band
area during cooling (Fig. 4). Dehydration also coincides with a phase
transition and its associated conformational change of themembranes
(Fig. 7). Speciﬁcally, a strong freezing induced lyotropic phase
transition is observed during dehydrating conditions (NT=−3 °C),
indicating removal of bound water, predominantly around the lipid
head groups, that is otherwise unfrozen and unavailable for phase
change during IIF conditions (NT=−10 °C).
Excess H2O band area is linked to cellular biophysics by the
proposal that this water is derived from the membrane during
cellular dehydration and is proportional to the normalized cell
volume. This hypothesis is supported by DSC studies which show
that excess heat is released from intact cells and tissues during
freezing induced dehydration, but not during IIF or cell lyses, and that
this heat release correlates strongly to normalized cellular volume in
the sample [19–21]. Applying this hypothesis to the FTIR data, the
excess ice peak can be correlated to cellular dehydration as shown in
Eq. (3). These data are then compared directly to correlative cellular
data obtained by cryomicroscopy, as shown in Fig. 6.
Cellular dehydration predicted by FTIR matches reasonably well
with the cryomicroscopy data (Fig. 6). It should be noted that the
starting cell volumes are different and there is a slight lag in FTIR data
vs. the cryomicroscopy data in the intermediate subzero temperature
range (approximately −4 to −10 °C). The starting cell volume diffe-
rence can be explained by the fact that cryomicroscopy typically starts
after seeding and equilibration at −1 °C, whereas FTIR is seeded at
−3 °C and below during continuous cooling. The lag below −4 °C is
attributed to cryomicroscopy being carried out on a cell suspension
while FTIR is carried out on a cell pellet, where cell density is expected
to reduce dehydration kinetics, as previously reported [16].With these
caveats in mind, FTIR can be used to measure and predict cellularbiophysics, provided the initial and non-solvent volumes of the given
cell are known (Vo and Vb, respectively, in Eq. (3)). Interestingly, the
membrane phase change and corresponding lipid hydration during
cell freezing yield cell speciﬁc activation energies (Table 2) that match
closely the activation energy of water transport (ELp) as predicted by
cryomicroscopy. This strongly suggests that a reduction in the lipid
hydration or head group area is in fact the mechanism whereby the
water transport is reduced at subzero temperatures. This reduction in
the hydraulic permeability with temperature is captured in the acti-
vation energy (Eq. (2)).
4.2. Correlation to injury
Ice nucleation temperature has a profound effect on themembrane
lipid phase behavior of the cells. It has been established that removal
of water predominantly from the phospholipid head groups causes
lyotropic phase transitions during air-drying [33]. Freezing also has a
similar dehydrating effect on liposomal systems [11]. Here, we show
that freezing can also cause such lyotropic phase changes in a variety
of mammalian cells during freezing. The magnitude of freezing
induced lyotropic membrane phase changes decreases with the
extent of supercooling. During supercooling more water will be
trapped inside the cells, which increases the incidence of IIF. For all
cell types studied, the onset of the liquid crystalline to gel phase
transition coincided with the ice nucleation temperature. Freezing
induced water transport and membrane phase changes have been
shown to be closely associated events. The membrane phase behavior
during freezing is a cell speciﬁc response, andmust be associated with
the cell's lipid composition and cholesterol content. In the case of the
SMC, a thermotropic phase transition is evident prior to ice formation
in the sample. However, the lyotropic phase transition upon ice
nucleation is still greater than the thermotropic phase transition.
Steponkus suggested that freezing induced lamellar to hexagonal
phase transition is responsible for cell death during freeze/thaw of
plant protoplasts, using freeze fracture analysis [3,6]. Our results in
mammalian cells do not indicate the formation of hexagonal phase
during freezing but point to a tight gel phase where lipid hydration is
reduced. It has been established that for lipid bilayers in liposomal
systems, maximal leakage of intra-liposomal contents coincides
closely with the phase transition temperature [34]. Hence, it is possi-
ble that freezing induced dehydration damage occurs as a result of
leakage of cytoplasmic compounds during the phase transition, either
during cooling or thawing. Nucleation at high subzero temperatures
Fig. 6. Comparison of the cellular volumetric changes as a result of freeze induced
dehydration as predicted from FTIR spectral H2O band area with cellular volume
predicted from cryomicroscopy measurements [12,29,30] for (A) SMC, (B) LNCaP and
(C) HDF cells.
Fig. 5. H2O (water or ice) spectral band area versus temperature plots from room
temperature to −80 °C for (A) SMC, (B) LNCaP and (C) HDF cells with ice nucleation
temperatures of −3 °C (ﬁlled circles) and −10 °C (open circles) with corresponding
standard error (n=3). In all cases, the total amount of ice that is formed under
dehydrating freezing conditions (NT=−3 °C) is greater than that under IIF conditions
(NT=−10 °C).
951S.K. Balasubramanian et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1788 (2009) 945–953followed by slow cooling, which is known to cause “solution effects”
injury [1], is shown here to cause membranes to become severely
dehydrated. The data suggest that “solution effects” injury is asso-
ciated with a dramatic loss of membrane-associated water around the
phospholipid head groups.In addition to quantifying the state of water and membrane lipid
phase changes in cells during freezing, FTIR can be used to simul-
taneously probe possible mechanisms of cellular injury. Fig. 8 depicts
the normalized lipid wavenumber (membrane phase state) of LNCaP
cells under different nucleation temperatures against observed cell
viability. An inverted U shape dependence (dotted line represents a
typical cryobiological viability outcome) is predicted from experi-
Fig. 8. Membrane conformational disorder changes of LNCaP cells at −30 °C under
different ice nucleation temperatures vs. experimentally determined cell viability after
freezing and thawing. The dotted line represents an inverted U shaped ﬁt (generally
associated with cellular viability under different nucleating conditions) to the
representative points. Cell viability data on freeze survival obtained from Wolkers et
al. [12] were used to construct the plot.
952 S.K. Balasubramanian et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1788 (2009) 945–953mental data [12]. Minimal survival is obtained at the extremes (i.e.,
NT=−3 and −10 °C) as a consequence of “solution effects” injury
and IIF, respectively, that are linked here to residual membrane
conformational disorder in the frozen state. The LNCaP membrane
lipid wavenumber at −30 °C increases from its lowest during
dehydration (2849.4 cm−1 at NT=−3 °C) to its highest during IIF
(2850.5 cm−1 at NT=−10 °C). At an intermediate NT (−6 °C), the
lipid wavenumber observed is between those for the dehydrated and
the IIF conditions (2849.7 cm−1). This is a consequence of a reduction
in cellular dehydration, which allows a certain amount of cellular (and
membrane) boundwater to remain in the cell. It is at this intermediate
condition (for both NT and residual membrane conformational
disorder) that cell viability is highest [12].
The nucleation temperature yielding optimal survival coincides
with intermediate residual membrane conformational disorder
levels in the frozen state that occurs between dehydrating and IIF
conditions. At room temperature, equilibrium exists between the
hydration forces and the compressive stress of the lipid lamellae that
maintains the rigidity of the lipid structure. However, as the cell
dehydrates, the lipid membrane experiences an increase in both the
lateral compressive and hydration stresses (i.e., a decrease in head
group hydration). The increased lateral compressive stresses cause a
transition in the lipid membrane from a liquid lamellar to a gel
phase [4]. When cell dehydration becomes more severe, loss of lipidFig. 7. (A) Cell membrane conformational disorder changes in LNCaP cells concomi-
tantly with dehydration during freezing from −3 °C to −80 °C. (B) First derivative of
the changes in membrane conformational disorder and the H2O band area with
temperature decrease for LNCaP cells.hydration and head group area correlates with increased cell death
(Fig. 8). This will lead to a continual decrease in the distance
between lipid head groups and lipid lamellae as compared to its
initial liquid state.
Reduction in head group area or hydration layers of the lipids
below some critical value is therefore suggested by our studies as a
possible cause of cell injury for the −3 °C NT cooling cases. These
conditions expose the cell, and the biomolecules of the cell (including
the membrane), to conditions of minimal supercooling, slow cooling
and higher solute concentrations than during more rapid cooling
where supercooling prevents high solution exposure. This is believed
to be at the heart of the “solution effects” mechanism of injury in
cryobiology [1,35]. The current data are among the ﬁrst to show the
connection between cellular and membrane dehydration. We
propose that this connection is also linked to a molecular mechanism
of injury for the “solution effects” injury that would suggest that
membranes tolerate dehydration only to a certain extent. For
instance, at −6 °C, the loss of lipid hydration is not as extreme as
for −3 °C NT and is more favorable for cell survival. This state is
indeed intermediate between the most hydrated, IIF conditions (NTb
−10 °C) and the least hydrated conditions (NT=−3 °C). Under IIF
conditions, ice formation appears to have little effect on the
membrane, leaving lipids relatively hydrated and in high conforma-
tional disorder.
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